Throughout this paper all algebras considered are assumed to be algebras over a field of characteristic not two and all rings are assumed to be 2-torsion free (i.e., if 2a = 0 for a in R then a = 0). 1* Nearly alternative algebras* Let A be a nonassociative algebra. As is usual for x,y,z in A we denote the associator (xy) z -x(yz) by (x, y, z) and the commutator xy -yx by [x, y] , A is flexible if (x, y, x) = 0, alternative if (x, x, y) = (y, x, x) = 0, and noncommutative Jordan if (x, y, x) = (x z , y, x) = 0. An algebra A is called simple if A is not a zero algebra, and the only ideals of A are the zero ideal and A itself. In case A κ = Aφ F K is simple for every extension K^F then A over F is called central simple.
We shall call a noncommutative Jordan algebra A nearly alternative if A satisfies the following identity for all x, y, z in A:
( [x, vl z,z) = o.
Shestakov [13] called such an algebra "almost alternative." However we choose not to use that terminology since Albert [2] had previously called other algebras by the name "almost alternative." 
for all permutations αy with ε(σ) = 1 or --1 respectively for a even or odd. It suffices to show that (1.2) holds for all possible choices of x, y, z in the component subspaces. Since A is noncommutative Jordan, it has been shown by Florey [5] that A satisfies thβ identity -(«i> ^i o> l/io) by (1.5) and (1.6 = -(y, e, x) by flexibility implies (xe)y -x(ey) = -(ye)x + 2/(e#) SO that ## = yx* Shestakov [13] has proved xy = yx for x, y in A 1/21/2 .
Next we show that xy = yx for x, yeA i9 i = 0,1. McCrimmon [8] We next consider a noncommutative Jordan algebra A which satisfies the following identity for all x, y in A:
Proof. We use the Teichmϋller identity
and flexibility to obtain (a?, y z,w) = (a?, ys, w) + (a?, «y, w) = (a? f y«, w) - (x, y, z) and the lemma is proved. We now follow a process similar to that of Shestakov [13] to classify a central simple finite dimensional noncommutative Jordan algebra satisfying (1.8 Proof. By considering A over its centroid and taking a scalar extension, we see that it is enough to prove the theorem when the base field F is algebraically closed. Then by the known classification of central simple noncommutative Jordan algebras [8] A has one of the following forms:
(1) A is a Jordan algebra; (2) A is a quasiassociative algebra, i.e., A is isomorphic to B as vector spaces, where B is a complete matrix algebra over F,XΦ 1/2 in F, with multiplication (xy) Λ = (x y) B + (1 -λ)(y a?) B ; (3) A is an algebra of degree one or two.
Assume A is not commutative, i.e., Case 1 does not hold. Suppose Case 2 holds. The identity
We have in B, Kleinfeld and Kokoris [6] have shown there are no simple noncommutative Jordan algebras of degree one over a field F of characteristic 0. Kokoris has classified the nodal noncommutative Jordan algebras over a field of characteristic p Φ 2 [7] . Block's proof that there are no nearly alternative such algebras [4] applies to our case as well.
2* Generalizations of nearly alternative rings* In this section we consider rings more general than nearly alternative rings. We shall call a power associative ring R an F ring if R satisfies the following identities:
That an F ring is a weaker concept than a nearly alternative ring is shown by an example due to Anderson [3] of a power associative algebra satisfying (2.1) and (2.2) which is not flexible; hence not noncommutative Jordan. We are able to prove, however, that a flexible F ring is noncommutative Jordan. Substitute (2.12) in (2.5) to get (x 2 , y, x) = 0. The theorem is thus proved.
We next consider flexible rin*rs which satisfy the identity (2.13) (w, x\ z) =-,a? (w, x z) + (x, x, [w, z] ) .
THEOREM 2.2. If R is a simple flexible ring which satisfies identity (2.13) and e Φ 1 is an idempotent of R such that (e, e, R) -0 then R is alternative.
Proof. Since (β, e, i?) = (J2, β, e) = (e, i2, β) = 0, R has Peirce decomposition into the direct sum --B=JB 1 . + .,JB 10 +,i? O i + ^o where 72^ = {x€jB|ecα = xe = ia?} for i = 0,1, and R^ -{α? 6 i21 βίc = iα?, α e -jx} for ί, i = 0,1, i Φ j. We first determine the multiplication table.of the decomposition as For alter nativity, we first consider (R ί9 R 109 R 10 ). We observe that for x 10 e i2 10 , (x ί0 , x 10 , e) = -(e, x 109 x ί0 ) implies x% = 0 and (x ί0 + # 10 ) 2 = 0 implies x 10 y 10 = -y 10 x 10 -Therefore (x 19 y ί0 , z 10 ) = -(z m y ι0 , x t ) implies <X2/io)Zio = -(»ioί/io)»i and (a?!, z ί09 # 10 ) = (x 1 z 10 )y 10 = -(# 10 Zi 0 K = (z lo # lo )#i = to, 2/io, Sio). Also (s 10 , α w y lβ ) = -s 10 to#i 0 ) = to# lo )Zio = to, #io, ««) = -too, #io, »i). Therefore we have to, # 10 , s 10 ) = -too, #io, »i)=(«iof #i, #io) = -(l/io, #i, «io) = (#io, ^io, »i) = -(^i, £io, #io), and (R lf i? 10 , R ί0 ) alternates.
Similarly (R 19 R 01 , R 01 ) alternates.
That all other associators with at least one R± in any position alternate follows from the chart, flexibility, and (R ly R 19 RJ = 0. Likewise we can see that all associators involving at least one R o in any position alternate.
It remains to verify (R iJf R ijf R ti ) and (R H , R ij9 R ti ) with i, j = 0,1, i Φ j alternate. Letting a? 1Of y 10 , z 10 e ^o and applying (2.14) we obtain (a? 10 , y l0 e, z 1Q ) = ^1 0 (a? 10 , e, z ί0 ) + e (x 10 , # 10 , z ί0 ) + (# 10 , β, b i0 , «i 0 ]) + (w, x, z) + (x, x, [w, z] ) and e Φ 1 is an idempotent of A then A is noncommutative Jordan.
Proof. Oehmke [9, 10] By identity (2.14), for x fe Ai, 1/ 6 A 1/2 , (a?,* y e, e) = v(x, e, e) + e (a, 1/, e) + (y, β, [a?, β]) + (β, y, [x, e] ) and (α;, y, e) -«•(&, »,""e), i.e., (», y, β) e A 1/2 . We also have (#, e-e, y) = 2(α;, e, y) = 2β (a?, β, y) 4-2(e, β, [cc, y]\ Therefore (x, e, y\ = (a?, ^, y)o = 0 and (x 9 e, y) 6 A 1/2 . Again by (2.14), (e, » e, y) = a? (β, β, y)-+ e (β, x 9 y) + (ίc, e, [e, y]) + (e, #, [e, y] But the A o components of (2.16) give (β, cc, β2/) 0 = (β, #, y) 0 ' and those of (2.17) give (e, x, ye\ -[(e, x, y) 
